Cooking up a storm
Writer/s: Gabriëlle Botha and Wilbur Kastoor
Should you choose to use this script or script idea, please make sure to credit the writers above on
your final credits.
Presenter : Wilbur
Afrikaner: Gabi
Khoisan : Sue-Ellen
Chinese : Leron
1 DAY INT/EXT

Inside a room with three contestant tables
THREE CONTESTANTS BEHIND EACH TABLE
(CONTESTANTS REPRESENT THREE DIFFERENT
CULTURES/RACES OR ETHNIC GROUPS IN
SOCIETY)
Presenter introduces the three different teams to the
audience and explains the rules of the competition.
One can see that there are two contestants that cannot
stand each other,and the thirds contestant that tries to
control everything and bring in peace between the other
opposing contestants
Contestant 1: Chinese
Contestant 2 :Afrikaner
Contestant 3:Khoisan
Presenter: “Hi everyone,welcome to today’s episode of
cooking up a storm!We are briefly going to introduce
our contestants participating today.
(Camera goes to each contestant,and the contestants
says who they are in their language)
Chinese:(Talks in their language,saying hello)
Afrikaner: “Goeie dag,almal”
Khoisan:(Talks in their language with the clicks”)
Presenter:Thank you very much.We are immediately
going to get going....Contestants....are you
ready....1.....2.....LET’S GET COOKING!!!!!”
CONCLUSION: THE THREE CONTESTANTS ARE
READY TO BATTLE WITH EACH OTHER.ONE CAN
SEE THAT JUDGEMENT WENT ONLY ON HOW THE
PEOPLE LOOK ON THE OUTSIDE AND NOT ON
THE INSIDE.THE MIDDLE CONTESTANT IS
CAUGHT UP BETWEEN THIS FIGHT.

2 DAY INT/EXT

Inside a room(studio) with three tables for the contestants
The contest begins with the three contestants working
very hard to complete the task they were given.The
Chinese is constantly watching the Khoisan.In the

process of trying to sabotage the Khoisan’s cake,she
accidentally knocked over her own bowl of
ingredients.With to much pride to ask,she continued
without the essencial ingredient of baking powder to
bake the cake.The Khoisan laughs al the way,and
continues with his cake.
Presenter: “I wish the tv audience can be here right
now.....all I’ll mention,is the overwhelming tension in
this studio today!”
When the chinese party accidentaly caused her
ingredients to fall on the ground,the khoisan party
laughs.
Afrikaner: “Hoekom kan almal nie net in vrede lewe
nie??”
Presenter: “What are the chinese party going to do
about their problem??/Well, folks ,we’ll find out right
after the commercial break.
(Commercial break is a ad about nappies for
babies.Someone is going to keep the poster infront of the
camera,so that it seems like a ad.It’s added in for
comical purposes.)

3 DAY INT/EXT

Inside a room(studio) with three tables for the contestants
Still struggling along,the Chinese noticed that something
must be wrong with her cake,but she is still going on.The
Khoisan tried to be mean to the Chinese.She took al her
cake flour and threw the Chinese with it.A whole food
fight starts (which can be plenty of fun) and causes
havock between the the contestants.After the fight,the
Khoisan discovers that she now has wasted all her cake
flour,and that she does not have anymore to proceed the
baking process.With to much pride,she continues,without
asking for help.
Presenter: “Welcome back folks.Everything is finally
coming to an.......OH NO!!!!
(While the presenter is still speaking,he suddenly sees
the chinese and khoisan parties are having a food
fight.All the people can see is the flower that gets thrown
to each other.The whole place is covered with flower.)
Presenter: (With the fight still in the background) Sorry
for that folks.We’ll have a short commercial
break.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaah

(while he is talking,a spoon hit his head)
(The following ad break is kind of a mess.You can
clearly hear the sound of the people fighting in the
back.The person controlling the board for the advert of
washingpowder,accidentaly dropped it on the
ground,which causes the whole scene to be on television
and the actors to be caught off guard.)

4 DAY INT/EXT

Inside a room(studio) with three tables for the contestants
The “paw-paw” has finally struck the fan.The Afrikaner
saw that both contestants have to much pride to ask.She
has everything what they need.She offers to them.At first
they wouldn’t except the offer,but they both did later on.
Presenter: “Shoe.....it’s really been cooking up a storm
here folks.Due to all the arguments and differences
today,we as team decided that there will be no
winner...... (someone from behind the camera says he
needs to look to the back.There he sees the three teams
uniting,starting to make a cake.)

5 DAY INT/EXT

Inside a room(studio) with three tables for the contestant
Presenter: “Wow folks,it’s amazing!Look at this
cake.(they show the rainbow coloured cake to the
television.)
We’ll,I think thats the end of today.Next week we will
be having some more interesting characters in studio,but
untill then!!CIAO!!
(The show ends with the opinions of the contestants.They
will speak in their language,with subtitles showing in
english)
Chinese: “I realized today that no matter what the
person looks like or who the person is,you NEVER
judge a book by it’s cover.
Khoisan: “What an amazing feeling you get when one
works together.I never knew that it would be so great.
Afrikaner: “At first I was annoyed by the behaviour of
the oponents,but when we started working together,I
actually realized what awesome people they are.

The show ends,credits rolling infront,where the three
parties gives each other a huge hug and eating the cake
they made.
The end

CLOSING CREDITS (Short!)
The story ends with the three contestants’ master piece they created together,a cake with a
rainbow on it.It represents how people with many differences set them all aside and stand
together to work as one.It creates a symbol of peace,as well as unity to all take hands,and
help those around you.

